
Chapter 4986
At this time, Nanako was still wearing the same kimono she had when she went out,
And Ito Yuhiko was still wearing the same patterned hakama.
Since it was to celebrate Ito Takehiko’s birthday before departure,
Not only Nanako and Ito Takehiko wore traditional Japanese clothes,
But also Nanako’s aunt Emi and Ito Takehiko’s loyal subordinate Koichi Tanaka also 
wore similar traditional clothes.
Charlie came to the top floor to greet them.
Seeing that the helicopter door opened, Nanako stepped down from the helicopter
in a kimono,
And Charlie couldn’t help but be slightly taken aback.
Although Nanako is really beautiful in a kimono and has the gentle temperament 
unique to Japanese women,
Charlie still didn’t understand why she came out in such a suit.
Seeing Charlie, who she was thinking about all the time,
Right in front of her, Nanako was overjoyed, with a particularly bright smile on her 
face,
And said to Charlie, “I haven’t seen you in a long time, Mr. Wade!”
Charlie smiled slightly, nodded, and said, “There are days. I haven’t seen you too, 
why are you dressed so grandly?”
At this time, the housekeeper of the Ito family and Nanako’s aunt also got off the 
plane,
And helped Takehiko Ito, who was wearing a prosthesis, from the plane.
Charlie saw that these people were all dressed formally, and his expression was 
even more surprised.
Nanako stuck out her tongue and said playfully,
“Today is my father’s birthday, so we wore traditional Japanese clothes to celebrate 
the birthday,”
“But I didn’t expect that when we were about to have dinner, you called and we had
to hurry up and get on the plane.”
Saying that she looked at Takehiko Ito, who was beside her, and said with a smile,



“Father’s 50th birthday was actually celebrated on the plane, thinking about it is a 
very novel experience. ……”
Ito Yuhiko looked like an aggrieved old man, after giving Nanako a blank look,
He immediately bowed his hands to Charlie, and said very respectfully,
“Hello, Mr. Wade, I finally see you again!”
Charlie nodded and smiled, and said, “Mr. Ito, I didn’t expect today to be your 
birthday.”
“I’m really sorry that you flew so far on your birthday.”
Ito Yuhiko hurriedly said, “Mr. Wade, you are too serious, you are my benefactor,”
“Whenever you need us, we will be there as soon as possible!”
After that, Ito Yuhiko hurriedly asked, “Mr. Wade, I don’t know if you are in such a 
hurry,”
“To let us come to New York, what do you need us to do for you?”
Charlie waved his hand: “I don’t need Mr. Ito’s help.”
“The reason why I called you from so far away is because I want to share some 
good things with you.”
At this time, the housekeeper of the Ito family helped Hiroichi Tanaka out of the 
helicopter.
Seeing Charlie talking to Ito Yuhiko, he bowed to him with his hands together very 
respectfully.
Charlie smiled and said, “Mr. Tanaka, long time no see.”
Tanaka didn’t expect that Charlie would take the initiative to greet him,
So he quickly said flattered: “Long time no see Mr. Wade, I didn’t expect you to 
remember…”
Charlie said: “I knew you before I knew Mr. Ito, how could I not remember.”
When Nanako went to Aurous Hill to participate in the competition, Charlie knew 
Tanaka Koichi.
He had a good impression of Koichi Tanaka because this person was honest and 
loyal,
And if he hadn’t made a decisive decision and dragged Ito Takehiko to jump off the
bridge to survive,
Ito Takehiko must have been killed by the Takahashi family.
Tanaka Hiroshi’s face was full of gratitude. In his opinion,



If Charlie could remember him and take the initiative to greet him,
He had already given him the respect he didn’t dare to expect at all.
At this time, Charlie said to several people:
“Everyone, this is not the place to talk, let’s go in.”
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